
Product Designer
HeadBox is the fastest growing Event Tech brand in the UK, on a mission to reinvent the

global events industry through technology. We build human-kind event tech that turns

our clients into superheroes. So whether you are a booker, a business or a venue you can

unlock brilliant events with HeadBox.

We’re looking for a Product Designer to join our growing team in London. This role is a

unique opportunity to have an impact on HeadBox’s mission, to grow as a design

professional and to help us reinvent the corporate event booking experience.

What you’ll be doing…

- You’ll lead design in our business product area. This includes defining and driving

the vision together with the Product Manager, ensuring it compliments the

HeadBox mission, and driving this forward in incremental, measurable steps

- You’ll be part of a cross-functional product squad, responsible for all design artifacts,

from discovery and user journey mapping, to final UI details

- You’ll collaborate using strong communication and facilitation skills. You’ll work

alongside a PM, and a team of Engineers and make sure that they are engaged and

involved throughout the design process

- You’ll be one of the loudest voices for the customer - helping to talk about problems,

needs and ideas in a way that creates real impact for our users

About you...

- You’ve got experience taking complex, fuzzy problems and distilling them down into

simple, elegant, and lovely solutions. You know that good design is often a journey to

identify the right thing to build, using early concepts and prototypes to help build

conviction along the way.

- You’re an advocate for evidence-based design, with strong skills in both discovery

research and usability testing. You embody design thinking principles

- You have a passion for start-ups & Digital Product Design

- You can make hard decisions quickly and keep moving forward. You’re comfortable

with both giving and receiving feedback and have experience in managing

stakeholders



Our Product and Engineering Team is diverse and international
We value diversity. We have people from Italy, Lithuania, Australia and Taiwan. Our

Product and Engineering team works closely together; Engineers get involved in the

entire spectrum of product development: from conception to delivery. We encourage

everyone to attend customer interviews to learn if we’re really solving their problems.

We also love to have fun, and there are lots of team activities, even whilst we’re fully

remote.

Our interview is fast
Our interview process is normally split in three steps:

- a first introduction call (30mins)

- a final video call / in-person meeting where you will meet the team (roughly

1h30min). We will ask you to present work from your portfolio and then we’ll work

together to solve a design problem. There’s also a chance to spend time with the

team and ask us any questions (we want you to love working with us)

Flexible working and work life balance
Our office is  based in the City, just a few minutes walk from Liverpool Street. The

pandemic taught us that we can be incredibly productive in a hybrid working model

(in-office and remote) and so from September, we are moving to a flexible 4 day per

week working model. Long weekends every week!

Package and Perks
- Competitive salary package

- Free volunteering days to help with the HeadBox Social Mission or one of your choice

- Regular training sessions with Senior Management, external providers and speakers

- Your own MacBook

- Breakfast and fresh fruit in the office every day

- Cycle to work scheme & HIIT classes and yoga paid for by HeadBox

HeadBox is 100% committed to building a diverse and representative team. Whatever

your race, religion, colour, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status,

or disability - we would love to hear from you.


